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16.0 Access, Transport and Traffic

16.1 Introduction and Approach
This access, transport and traffic chapter describes the existing road, public transport, pedestrian and cycle
conditions within and surrounding the Coopers Gap Wind Farm study area, and identifies potential impacts of the
project upon the transport environment.

Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) undertook a traffic impact assessment analysis (2008) to investigate the traffic
implications arising from the works that will be necessary for the project. This chapter provides a summary of the
PB (2008) report findings and identifies where there have been changes in program and project design and what
further work will be required. The impacts of the project and recommended management measures to mitigate the
potential impacts are set out in Section 16.5.

16.1.1 PB Traffic Impact Assessment (2008)

The PB Traffic Impact Assessment was undertaken in October 2008 and analyses the traffic generation and
arrangements that would be necessary for the project (see Volume Two).

This assessment included consideration of:

 The existing road conditions;
 Current traffic volumes;
 School bus routes;
 Proposed construction phases;
 Access arrangements; and
 Traffic impacts.

Since the production of this report, there have been changes to the wind farm specifications, project timeline and
proposed access arrangements. The current specifications are detailed within Chapter 2 of this IAR and the
proposed CID corridor shown in Map 2.1 (Appendix A). At this stage detailed design of the wind farm has not
been undertaken and the exact location of wind turbines, access roads, and other associated infrastructure has
not been determined.  However, the CID corridor will essentially be the bounds within which these will be located.
Despite the changes in the project specification, the PB (2008) report provides a background to the existing
transport environment and a reasonable indication of the expected traffic impacts that may be generated by the
project.

16.2 Legislative Requirements and Policy
16.2.1 Transport Infrastructure Act 1994

The Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (TI Act) encourages effective integrated planning and efficient transport
infrastructure management and provides for the planning and management of road, rail and air infrastructure.

State Controlled Roads (SCRs) are defined by Part 2 of the TI Act. The Department of Transport and Main Roads
(TMR) manages the SCR network within Queensland and there are a number of SCRs that fall within the study
area and may be subject to laws and regulations as stated within the TI Act.

16.2.2 Transport and Main Roads Road Planning and Design Manual

TMR has authored the Road Planning and Design Manual that details the design requirements and compliance
standards required when carrying out any work affecting SCRs. The manual covers all elements of the road
network such as intersection layouts, and road cross sections for all road environments (e.g. rural versus urban,
topography etc.). The manual also details guidelines for determining when upgrades to road elements will be
necessary.
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16.2.3 Regional and Local Planning Requirements

The Coopers Gap Wind Farm is within the South Burnett and Western Downs Regional Councils and is within
regional planning areas for the Wide Bay Burnett and Surat Basin regions.

The project should ensure that it supports or at least does not hinder the objectives set out in regional planning
schemes and guidelines. The Draft Wide Bay Burnett Regional Plan and the Draft Surat Basin Regional Planning
Framework emphasise the need for better integration of transport and land use planning, and accessibility
between towns within the regions should be maintained or improved in line with growth in these towns.
Assessment of the project against the local and regional plans is contained within Chapter 12.

As detailed within Chapter 3, AGL is seeking designation of the Coopers Gap Wind Farm as Community
Infrastructure under the SP Act.  However, it is still important to ensure that the project complements the future
planning intent for the local areas. Schedule 2 of the Kingaroy Shire Council’s Planning Scheme and Schedule 1
of the Wambo Shire Council’s Planning Scheme will be considered in determining the standards required on
necessary upgrades to the road network under the jurisdiction of the South Burnett Regional Council and the
Western Downs Regional Council.

16.2.4 Stock routes

Stock routes are pathways for travelling stock on roads, reserves, unallocated state land and pastoral leases. In
Queensland, a stock route may be a route ordinarily used for moving stock on foot or a road that is declared in the
Land Protection Regulation 2003 to be a stock route. Most stock routes are on public roads that may also carry
traffic and public utilities and are primarily the responsibility of the State government.

The administration of the Stock Route Network (SRN) is shared between local government and the Department of
Environment and Resource Management (DERM).

16.3 Description of the Transport Environment
This section describes the existing transport infrastructure and networks surrounding the study area including the
road network, public transportation use, freight and the stock road network.

16.3.1 State Controlled Roads

The SCRs generally have a speed limit of 100km/h with lower limits in built up areas. The PB (2008) report shows
that according to 2007 census data from the Department of Transport and Main Roads, the Warrego and Bunya
Highway have the highest Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), with the Bunya Highway predicted to have the
greatest percentage increase over five years.

Warrego Highway

The Warrego Highway runs in a south-east direction through Dalby approximately 45 km from the study area. It is
generally a straight road with large radius curves, a single lane each way and has a shoulder of varying widths.

Bunya Highway

The Bunya Highway runs in a north-south direction from the Warrego Highway at Dalby towards the study area at
Cooranga North where it then turns and runs in a north-east direction to Kingaroy and then on to Goomeri. The
Bunya Highway has a single lane each way except within Dalby where there are areas of it being a four lane
divided road. It is straight with large horizontal radii on a mostly flat terrain but does go through some cuttings and
is sealed with either a 0.5m shoulder or no shoulder. The Bunya Highway is approved for Higher Mass Limit
(HML) movement up to 1.8km past the intersection with Byrnes Road just north of Bell.

Dalby-Jandowae Road

The Dalby-Jandowae Road is a two lane road that runs in a generally north-south direction between Dalby and
Jandowae, passing through Pirrinuan. It has large radius curves and lies on a flat terrain and is more suitable to
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Over-Dimensioned (OD) vehicle movements than the Bunya Highway and is approved for HML movement up to
the intersection with Hustons Road.

Kingaroy-Jandowae Road

The Kingaroy-Jandowae Road has a narrow two-lane carriageway and runs in an east-west direction between the
Bunya Highway at Cooranga North immediately south of the study area, to Jandowae. It is generally a straight
road with good sight lines, with the exception of a stretch west of Cooranga North Road which has sharp corners
and an advisory speed of 30 km/h. It has some areas with overhanging vegetation.

16.3.2 Local Government Roads

The local government roads in the vicinity of the study area generally are posted at a 60km/hr limit in built up
areas, beyond these stretches they do not have posted speed limits and a 100km/hr speed limit is assumed.
Given the rural location of these roads, daily traffic volumes are low and high growth rates are not expected.
There are several small roads nearby, some of which are unnamed and may be private.

Niagara Road runs from a junction with Kingaroy-Jandowae Road east through the project area. It is sealed up
until the intersection with Jarail Road, but also runs in part as an unsealed access road through the site where it
then joins the Bunya Highway south of Boyneside. It has experienced growth rates ranging from 2% to 4% over
the past ten years at various locations along the road. It is tree lined in some areas.

Jarail Road runs north from the centre of the study area, from Niagara Road and passes an intersection with
Sarum Road and Old Ironpot Creek Road. It is an unsealed road.

Cooranga North-Niagara Road is a sealed road that runs immediately to the west of the project area in south-east
direction from Niagara Road to Cooranga North where it joins McQuakers Road.

Crowles Road is a single unsealed road that runs in an east west direction immediately south of the study area
from McQuakers Road. It has some dense vegetation and some overhanging trees at the road sides and
terminates at a residential/farm property.

Red Tank Road is an unsealed road that runs from the centre of the study area at Niagara Road north and then
east to join Nords Road.

Diamondy Road is an unsealed road that runs in an east-west direction from Diamondy to Ironpot Creek Road.  It
lies immediately north of the study area.

McQuakers Road is an unsealed road that runs from an intersection with Cooranga North-Niagara Road just north
of Cooranga. It is not a through road.

These roads are shown in Map 2.1 (Appendix A).

16.3.3 Public Transportation

Rail network

There is no rail network infrastructure within or adjacent to the study area. The nearest rail connection to the site
is south-west within Dalby. Queensland Rail operates The Westlander line that runs from Brisbane to Charleville
twice weekly via Dalby.

Bus network

Kingaroy is accessible by bus only and there are no known scheduled public transport links between Dalby and
Kingaroy that cross the Cooranga North area, but it is likely that the Bunya Highway is a popular route for
unscheduled bus and coach tours.

School buses operate along the roads within and adjacent to the study area and the Bunya Highway. PB (2008)
indicate that buses from Bell are known to use the Bunya Highway, Kingaroy Jandowae Road, Niagara Road,
Jarail Road and Cooranga North – Nigara Road to collect students.

Pedestrian and Cycle Networks

There are no known cycle paths or designated cycle routes close to or within the study area.
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16.3.4 Freight

There are no freight lines that run within or are adjacent to the study area, however several freight systems and
private lines exist in the local regions close to Kingaroy and Dalby.

16.3.5 Stock Road Network

Kingaroy Shire identifies within Planning Scheme Policy (PSP) No. 8 of its Planning Scheme a Stock Route that
runs through the site.  This route runs south from Ironpot on Ironpot Road onto Sarum Road and then left onto
Jarail Road. The Stock Routes Queensland4 dataset from DERM confirms this route but lists it as unused.  This
stock route is shown on Map 12.1 (Appendix A).

PSP No. 8 also shows a stock route that crosses the Bunya Highway in Benair and then travels south-west
through Alice Creek. There are no known stock routes within Wambo Shire.

16.3.6  Air Travel

There are numerous small-scale airports within a 100km radius from the project site. These airports will not be
utilised for the transportation of goods or services in relation to the project.  Chapter 17 discusses the aviation
characteristics of the region.

16.4 Construction Assumptions
The PB (2008) report highlights that the construction period will have the most significant impact on access,
transport and traffic within local networks.

PB undertook a preliminary assessment of the potential construction access, use of heavy and/or over
dimensioned vehicles and concrete truck movements. Due to the changes in the proposed turbine layout and
quantity of turbines since 2008, general assumptions can be made from this assessment and the confirmed
traffic-related construction plans will be detailed within a Traffic Management Plan (TMP).

The TMP will be prepared by the EPC contractor.  Further information on what the TMP should contain is found
within section 16.5.

The construction phase will involve those activities outlined in section 2.4.

16.4.1 Construction lay-down areas and site offices

It is assumed there will be the provision of temporary site offices for the use of the construction workforce.
Construction lay-down areas will also be formed to locate materials and equipment required for concrete batching
plants and they may also be used as delivery areas for various components required as part of the wind turbine
installation.  The proposed locations are shown in Map 2.1 (Appendix A).

16.4.2 Transport Routes

The SCRs and local roads will be used as haul roads for construction materials, plant and equipment. A transport
route access plan will be produced prior to commencement of construction as part of the TMP, and will identify the
haul routes to be used to site.  The transport route access plan will also identify routes and methods of
transporting waste offsite.

4 Department of Environment and Resource Management Stock Routes Queensland © The State of Queensland (Department of
Environment and Resource Management) (2010) License Agreement date: Wednesday, May 05, 2010
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The following issues are expected to be taken into consideration when designing the haul routes to site:

 Sensitive receptors;
 Background traffic volumes;
 Speed limits;
 Pavement condition;
 Route length;
 Vehicle specifications (e.g. weight and dimensions);
 Permissions and permits required; and
 Timing requirements.

Site Access

An internal network of access roads will be developed on site to allow access to each turbine, to the substation
construction areas, and associated site compounds and offices.

Temporary access roads may be constructed between areas to allow for the transportation of equipment and
materials during the construction period. These are to be agreed with the relevant land owners and will be
mapped within the TMP.

Permanent access roads will be left for the maintenance and operation of the wind farm. These will generally be
within the designated CID corridor and an indicative layout of this network is shown in Map 2.1 (Appendix A).  As
noted in section 2.2, the detailed design of some access roads may be positioned beyond the boundaries of the
CID corridor, due to conditions on the site and the interests of the relevant landowner.  However, it should be
noted that for any instance where this occurs during detailed design, the landowner will be consulted prior to
making these design decisions.

Ingress and egress to these roads will be from the local Council road network. Appropriate intersections and
connections will be determined by areas with good sight lines and that will avoid heavy clearance of existing
vegetation. The permanent access points are likely to be from Niagara Road, with potential access from Sarum
Road and Red Tank Road.

The access roads will be developed to accommodate the transport required for turbine equipment and are
anticipated to have a final width of 6m with a clearing requirement of 12 m. For construction of the overhead 33kV
feeders only, there will be a temporary road of approximately 3m in width.

Following construction, the width of the roads to be left for the operational period will be reduced to 6m by over-
seeding. This will ensure the structural integrity of the access road is retained for maintenance activities to the full
width required for heavy equipment. Final detailed design will require some adjustment to the layout of roads on
the site as detailed information about subsurface conditions becomes available.

Site access for emergency services will be maintained at all times.  A site induction will be proided to the relevant
emergency services to familiarise them with the site access.

16.4.3 Transport Routes for Construction Materials

Australia does not manufacture wind turbines, consequently, these components will be sourced from overseas.
The turbine components will be shipped to the east coast of Australia for transfer to road freight.  Potential port
options for the delivery of turbine components are:

 The Port of Brisbane (approximately 280km from the study area, via the D’Aguilar Highway);
 The Port of Bundaberg (approximately 340km from the study area, via the Bunya Highway); and
 The Port of Gladstone (approximately 480km from the study area, via the Bruce and Burnett Highways).
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Ultimately, the selection of port for delivery of wind turbine components will be dependent upon a number of
factors, including:

 The capacity of the port to handle ships carrying the turbine components;
 The capacity of the port to handle break bulk of this size (blades up to 60m long and weight of nacelles);
 The ability for the turbine components to be transported from the port to the Coopers Gap Wind Farm site

via road freight; and
 Costs associated with the use of the port.

16.4.4 Over dimensioned and Higher Mass Limit Vehicles

There will be management of over dimensional and higher mass limit vehicles in accordance with guidelines set
by TMR.

When operating at higher mass limits, operators must ensure that the higher mass limit route is approved for their
particular vehicle combination. Operators can apply for additional higher mass limits access on routes that are not
already approved as a road train or B-double route.

Vehicles in excess of 4.6m width require a Letter of No Objection issued by TMR. An excess dimension permit is
required for travel over 5.5 m wide and/or 4.8 m high, issued by the Queensland Police Service. Approval will also
be necessary from WDRC and SBRC for any use of Council roads by these vehicles.

16.4.5 Traffic Volumes

It is anticipated that the workforce will generally use private vehicles to travel to and from the study area, with
some level of carpooling. The construction crew are assumed to be predominantly based in Bell, Dalby, Kingaroy
and Jandowae.

The PB (2008) report identifies traffic volumes are likely to be highest on a day during which the wind turbine
component transportation occurs. On SCRs this can have a significant impact (the project produces an increase
of 5% or more on the background traffic levels). The impact of the project-related traffic is likely to be greater on
the local council roads. The traffic impact will be assessed in more detail against the updated project
specifications and appropriate mitigation assigned within the TMP.

Construction is likely to occur over a six-day week and during a 12 hour a day however, during school term days
transportation should avoid the school bus route during the school bus operating hours.

16.4.6 Upgrades and Alterations

Assessment of the commercial vehicle use of local roads will be undertaken as part of the TMP, following which
there may requirements to upgrade roads and road intersections. It is likely that construction will commence with
the upgrading of roads, all other site civil works, and preparation of hardstand areas.

On the Bunya Highway there are overhead powerlines at several locations and it may be necessary to temporarily
raise the powerlines in order to transport some of the wind turbine components.

16.5 Potential Impacts and Mitigation Measures
This section describes the potential impacts on the local transport environment from the project, including traffic
likely to be generated by the project.

The following sections summarise the assumed activities involved at the construction, operation, and
decommissioning phases and provide potential mitigation measures for traffic and transport.
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Construction Phase

Stage one construction is expected to generate the most traffic throughout the life of the project.  The operational
and decommissioning phases of the project will generate significantly lower volumes of traffic.  The construction
activities are summarised previously within section 16.4.  Potential impacts and recommended mitigation
measures are outlined in Table 55.

Table 55 Potential Impacts and Mitigation Measures – Construction

Potential Impact Mitigation Measure

Traffic

Due to the number of vehicles required during the
construction period, the project will have a significant
impact on traffic volume on the SCRs and local roads
that are feeders to the study area.

This impact will need to be discussed with TMR,
WDRC and SBRC.  A TMP will be required, which
includes an assessment of specific traffic volumes and
any mitigation measures required to reduce impacts.
This will be prepared with input from TMR and the local
Councils.

Concrete truck movements will use the local road
network within the study area between the concrete
batching plants and the turbine locations.

The concrete batching plants will operate from lay-
down compound sites found within the study area and
will be sited so that they limit the use of the local road
network by the trucks within the study area.

The number of concrete truck movements, and the
likely roads that they will use, will be detailed within a
TMP.  If the road in use is not a two lane road, it will be
upgraded to provide adequate width to allow trucks to
safely pass each other and to reduce the impact on
other traffic.

Significant increase in percentage of heavy and over-
dimensional vehicles on the SCR and local road
network.

Notify the responsible authorities (TMR, WDRC and
SBRC) and obtain the necessary permits.

Traffic congestion, time delays and potential for safety
hazard due to increased traffic movements on state
and local roads as material and equipment is
transported during construction.

Specific traffic planning elements to be considered
during detailed design will include road diversions,
construction route options and scheduling of deliveries,
services and shift patterns. Opportunities to use
alternative routes for deliveries avoiding school bus
routes and populated areas should be explored and
due consideration given to the scheduling of deliveries
outside of peak traffic hours. The TMP will detail
measures taken in this regard.

Delay to road users, increased travel times and
distances due to temporary closure and diversions of
local roads and occupation crossings.

Any necessary road closures will be described within
the TMP and the necessary permits and agreements
obtained from the appropriate authorities.

Increased risk of vehicle crashes due to greater
volumes of heavy vehicles, temporary truck crossings
at site access and trucks turning movements at
intersections.

Safety hazard caused by heavy vehicles travelling at
slower speeds, standing and waiting to turn or cross
roads for access. Agitated drivers due to additional
volumes, delays and changed driving conditions.

Safety hazards are to be addressed through the TMP.
Ongoing consultation with local stakeholders will be
maintained as part of AGL’s consultation program.

Access points to be located with adequate sight
distances and advance warning signs provided.
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Potential Impact Mitigation Measure

Road Condition

There could be potential damage to the road pavement
condition and associated safety hazard from vehicles
using deteriorated road surface.

Upgrades to local roads will be required to allow for
safe operation of roads and intersections. This will be
planned and undertaken in agreement with TMR,
WDRC and SBRC.

Undertake dilapidation survey of local roads prior to
construction and reinstate to pre-construction condition
after construction is complete.  WDRC and SBRC will
be consulted in the dilapidation assessment process,
both before and after construction.

Consider establishing a maintenance regime to ensure
road condition is maintained.

Public Transport, Pedestrian and Cycle Networks

The project is unlikely to cause a significant impact on
public passenger transport services or facilities during
construction however, delays may be possible to bus
routes when slower moving vehicles and machinery
use the local road network.

There may also be an increased risk for children
boarding/ alighting from school buses from roads used
by construction traffic.

During construction it may be necessary to reduce or
ban transportation of materials to the project site during
school bus operations. Other measures include:

 Brief school bus operators of any pending
traffic changes;

 Inform construction personnel of bus times;

 Reduce haulage operations during school bus
hours to reduce the potential risk;

 Consider redirecting bus routes in accordance
with TMP in the event of route diversions or
road closures; and

 Ensure bus stops are clear of construction
traffic.

Stock Routes

During construction there may be temporary use of
Jarail Road and of the Bunya Highway (which has a
Stock Route crossing it in Benair) which may disrupt a
stock movement.

The route on Jarail Road is possibly unused,
consultation with the Stock Route Management Group
within DERM should be undertaken to secure any
necessary approval.

All routes will remain open throughout the construction
period and any works or improvements to the road
infrastructure will take into consideration the need for
stock movement.

If any alternative solutions (such as slight realignment
or adjustment of the stock route) are proposed, this
should be explored with the stakeholders from State
and local governments. This should be detailed within
the TMP.

Operation and Maintenance

Maintenance of the Coopers Gap Wind Farm is expected to generate minimal additional daily traffic on the road
network as day-to-day management operations will be undertaken by approximately 20 employees, preferably
local personnel.

There will be maintenance work carried out on each wind turbine during the operational life of the wind farm.  This
maintenance may require crane and plant vehicles to access the site and as such there will be consideration of
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appropriate routes for any over dimensional or higher mass limit vehicles.  Table 56 describes the potential
impacts and recommended mitigation measures associated with the maintenance of the Coopers Gap Wind
Farm.

Table 56  Potential Impact and Mitigation Measures – Operation

Potential Impact Mitigation Measure

Traffic

Delays to road traffic whilst vehicles for  maintenance
purposes access site

Notify relevant road authorities and ensure signage
used is appropriate.

Increase in private vehicle use on the local road
network due to tourist visits to the wind farm.

Post-construction road-work in the study area is to be
based on the pre-construction dilapidation survey.

Public Transport, Pedestrian and Cycle Networks

There may be a slight increase in the use of public
transport to neighbouring areas due to tourism. This is
unlikely to cause an increase in travel demand on the
local public transport network.

Unlikely to be significant as public transport network
currently does not extend to the area.  No mitigation
required unless the wind farm is promoted or visitor
facilities are developed.

Temporary disruption to school bus services due to
maintenance vehicles accessing the project site.

Opportunities to use alternative routes for deliveries
avoiding school bus routes and populated areas should
be explored and due consideration given to the
scheduling of deliveries outside of peak traffic hours.

Stock Routes

During the operation of the wind farm there may be
temporary use of Jarail Road and of the Bunya
Highway (which has a Stock Route crossing it in
Benair) by maintenance vehicles which may disrupt a
stock movement.

All routes will remain open throughout the operational
period. Vehicle access during maintenance will occur
on an infrequent basis and such days will be agreed
with DERM Stock Route Management Group to ensure
no movements are due.

Decommissioning

Decommissioning would involve the dismantling and removal of the wind farm infrastructure, and the rehabilitation
of the area. The equipment required to undertake this would be similar to that used within construction and as
such, adequate access must be provided.

The access roads, if not required for farming purposes or fire access, would be removed and the site reinstated to
original condition and use.  Access gates, if not required for farming purposes, would also be removed.

All such refurbishment and decommissioning work would be the responsibility of the wind farm owner and would
require similar road access arrangements to construction for large cranes and transport vehicles. It is assumed
that there would be a larger number of vehicle movements to remove waste in comparison to the construction
period but that the decommissioning period would be significantly shorter with significant less truck movements
than the construction phase.

A TMP will be developed by the wind farm owner prior to decommissioning of the wind farm.  This TMP will be
prepared in consultation with TMR, WBRC and SBRC and will address potential impacts on traffic, road condition,
public transport, pedestrian and cycle networks, and stock routes.

16.6 Conclusion
The traffic study undertaken by PB (2008) demonstrates that there will be a likely significant impact to the local
road network due to traffic generation over the construction period of the wind farm.  Significant impacts are not
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expected during the operation and maintenance of the wind farm. A detailed analysis of specific road conditions
will be required when the contractor prepares a TMP.

The temporary impact to local traffic during the construction period of the project and the necessary mitigation
measures that should be employed will be determined within a Traffic Management Plan. The TMP will seek to
minimise impacts to local road users and prioritise safety including drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, school buses,
especially during peak traffic hours.

This TMP should be produced by the EPC contractor and would be prepared in consultation with TMR, WDRC
and SBRC.  It would seek to comply with the policies, principles and guidelines of the regional planning
documents.

The TMP should cover:

 A revised Traffic Impact Assessment on the SCR network including the impact to pavement, infrastructure
and structures;

 Details of appropriate permits required by over dimensional and higher limit mass vehicles;
 Haulage access routes to the site that include both the SCR and local road network;
 Construction site access, access roads and ingress and egress points;
 Existing road conditions and any upgrades required;
 The construction operating hours;
 Management of Stock Routes;
 General site, environmental, health and safety issues relating to the construction traffic;
 Upgrades to roads and intersections including the appropriate standards to which they will be constructed;
 Traffic signing (provide clear signage advising drivers where there will entry into the construction sites and

whether use of the local road network is limited) and temporary traffic signals; electronic message signs;
barriers; and lighting;

 Traffic controllers for daily operations;
 Speed restrictions through construction site;
 Provisions for pedestrians and cyclists;
 Temporary road closures and traffic detours;
 Maintenance of satisfactory and safe access to property; and
 Maintenance of local connectivity or minimise impact.




